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Much effort and some progress have been made toward dertving
tmage content descrtptors Perhaps the most noticeable result is
the upcoming MPEG-7 standardization effort whose objective is

ABSTRACT
Object based representations of tmage data enable nev, contentrelated funcuonahtles whde facditatmg management of large
tmage databases. Developing such representations for multi-date
and muhl-spectral tmages is one of the objectwes of the second
phase of the Alexandrm Digital Library (ADL) project at UCSB.
Image segmentation and ~mage reg~strauon are two of the main
issues that are to be addressed m creating Iocahzed image
representauons We present m th~s paper some of the recent and
current v, ork by the ADL's image processmg group on robust
tmage segmentahon, regtstration, and the use of ~mage texture
for content representation. Built upon these technologtes are
techntques for managing large repositories of data. A texture
thesaurus asststs m creating a semantic classificatton of image
regtons. An object-based representation is proposed to factlitate
data storage, retrieval, analys~s, and navtgation.
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to provtde a set o f standardtzed tools to describe multimedia
content [1112][31. However, the expectattons placed on the

abdn.~ of these descriptors to capture meaningful information
must be tempered The human ,,lsual system requires extenstve
learned expertence to function as well as it does. Thts is
especially true for an expert viewing a restricted domain of
~mages.
This paper describes past and ongoing work relating to spatial
imagery m the context of the Dtgttal Library Projects at the
University of Cahfornia at Santa Barbara. We first discuss what
we constder to be enabling technologies. This includes a wellestablished texture feature descriptor and a novel image
segrnentatton algortthm. These technologies in turn enable
h~gher-level functionahty, such as a texture thesaurus and an
obJect-based relbresentation.
The rest of the paper is orgaotzed as follows Section 2 dtscusses
the context of thts work, the Alexandna Digital Library (ADL)
and Alexandria Dtgttal Earth Prototype (ADEPT) projects.
Section 3 dtscusses some enabling technologies. Secuon 4
discusses clustering and the texture thesaurus Sectton 5
discusses the object-based representation and we conclude wtth
discusstons tn Section 6.

KEYWORDS
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feature

I. INTRODUCTION

2. THE UCSB DIGITAL LIBARAY
PROJECTS

Geo-spatmlly referenced images, such as satelhte imagery or
aerial photographs, are accumulating at an increasing rate due to
recent advances m tmage acqutsition technology. Some progress
has been made m image databases m areas such as data
compression and recta-data querying. However, the widening
dlspartty between acqutsitlon and access ts preventing the full
potenttal of the Imagery from being reahzed. Th~s paper
discusses work that seeks to advance the current state of image
database technology, parttcularly relating to spatial imagery.

Most of the work presented m this paper was conducted in the
context of the ADL and ADEPT projects. These projects
represent phases I and I1, respectively, of the US National
Science Foundation funded Dtgltal Library, Imtiattve (DLI)
ADL x~as one of six projects funded by phase I of the DLI which
lasted from 1994 to 1998 The mission of the ADL project
mvoh'es [4]
• research on tssues cnttcal for the construction of d~strtbuted
dtgnal hbrartes of geo-spattally-referenced, muhtmedm
materials,

At the bean of the problem of managing large reposltortes of
~mage data is the dtfficulty of annotating the images for accurate
and efficient access Cenam annotattons of images, such as georeferenced spattal coverage and ttme-stamp, can be
automatically derived. However, a descriptton of the imagecontent ~s needed before any but the most rudtmentary of access
methods are possible. Even if content descripttons could be
unambiguously asstgned by unbtased domain esperts, the large
manual effort requtred would make the undertakmg futtle.
Annotattons that can be computationally dert~ed from the
~mages are of much mterest.

• development of technologies necessary to support such a
hbrary;
• d e s t g n , constructton, and evaluatton of testbed systems based
on research and development results;
• resolutton of organizattonal and technological issues
underlying transmon from a testbed system to an operattonal
dtgital library.
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One of the goals of the ADL project was to provide a ``,,orkmg
protot,,pe of a s',stem to access the large archive available at the
Map and Imagery Lab m the UCSB hbrar} This archwe
contams ox er fix e mtlhon ~mages spanning mght decades
The ADEPT prolect continues and expands the ADL ssork A
prtmar.,, focus of the ADEPT project ts to facdttate the
mtegrauon of the archives and the knossledge represented
thereto rain the teachmg environment. Instructors will be able to
dexelop I~capes ~lnformatton Landscapes) that ssdl, among
other things, allo``~ students to observe the apphcatton of models
to data A simple example x``ould be appbmg a rainfall model to
topographic terram data

3. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
The Image Processing Group at UCSB has done a stgmficant
amount of ~ork oxer the last several years developing low-level
technologies for multimedia databases. A homogeneous texture
descriptor has been developed and shm~n to be effectwe for a
``artery of ~mage t.,,33es, including satelhte and aerial imaged A
no~el algorithm has been developed to address the challenging
problem of automauc ~mage segmentation Automatic methods
ha``e been de``eloped for performing ~mage registration.

3.1 A Homoeeneous Texture Descriptor
Since an m~age can be considered as a mosaic of different
texture regions, a homogenous texture descriptor ts a hkel~.
cand,date for automatic content annotat*on Th*s is especially
true for satelhte and aerial *magery ``~.herem homogenous
regions of terram usuall5 result m distinctwe textures. Examples
of such terrains include agricultural areas, res,dential areas.
bodies of ``~ater, etc The po~er of being able to algonthm,cally
describe these regions based on their texture signatures ts
obx~ous A ',``~de range of queries become possible, such as,
"'Fred me all regions that look hke this avocado orchard "
Our texture descriptor contains tx``o parts..The first part relates
to a perceptual characterization of texture m terms of regulartt),
dtrecttonaht,, and coarseness (scale) This representation ~s
useful t\'>r bro``~smg apphcaltons and coarse classification of
textures It ~s called the Perceptual Bro',,.smg Component (PBCI.
The second part pro', ides a quantttattxe descnpuon that can be
used for accurate search and retnexal. It ts called the Stmtlant.,,
Retrte``al Component tSRCI Ke.', features of the descriptor are
• It captures both the h~gh lexel perceptual charactertzauon (m
lem]s of d~recttonahty, regulartt), and coarseness of a
texture}, as ``'.'ell as a robust quantltattxe characterization at
multiple scales and orientations.
• Feature extraction ts simple, mvolvmg ~mage con,.oluttons
````ith a set of masks. The filters are based on a 2-D Gabor
•,``a``elel decomposition Image con,.oluuons can be elTtctentl~,
mlplemented tn hard'.'.are and soft````are
• Muluple apphcauons can be supported b.', the descriptor For
example, b.', using PBC, bro~ stag of in,age database could be
performed le ~. ~,h~)w te~t,tes that tire slrz~ttured tltld drd
oriented at '20 d e S ) The SRC can be used for quer.', b~,
example t)pe apphcattons wherem smnlartt) retnexal ts
needed
Both components of the descriptor are derived by appbmg a
bank of orientauon- and scale-selecti',e Gabor filters A t.',ptcal
bank consists of filters tuned to four scales at Sl\ ortentauons I(I

through 150 degrees at 30 degree inter``als) The SRC is
composed of the means and standard-dexmtions of the tilter
outputs so that a feature ~,.ector o f length 4.8 results from a bank
o f 24 filters. A similarity measure ts defined for comparing ~,,o
SRC feature ``ectors This similarity measure is typically taken
to be the L I - n o m l o f the difference o f the xectors. A detailed
description and evaluation o f the SRC is gi~,en in [5] including
comparisons ``vtth other texture descriptors. Specific application
o f the descriptor to large aerial photograph dalasets is described
m [6]
Figure I shox~s an example o f a query-by-example o f an orchard
regton usm~ the SRC The tde m the upper left ts the queD
,mage. The Iox~,erten tdes are the top retne`` als
Figure 2 shows another example of a que D, this ume of a
htghwa,, region. Again, the top ten retrievals are sho``~n.
The PBC captures the regularity (or lack thereof~ of the te*,ture
Its computation ts based on the follo~,mg obser,.ations
• Structured
patterns

textures usuall.,, consist of dominant periodic

• A periodic or repetm~e pattern, tf ~t exists, could be captured
by the filtered images. This behav,or is usually captured m
more than one filtered output
• The dominant scale and orientation mformatton can also be
captured b~ analyzing projections of the filtered images
A detaded description of the PBC computations is avadable m
[7]
Figure 3 shows how the PBC can be used for broasmg. The
textures in the top oxo rov~s are all h~ghl~ structured. The
textures m the bottom ro``~ of all haxe onentauons of 30 or 12u '
degrees. B.~ classff~,mg the textures based upon perceplual
charactensucs, the PBC allox``s users to brox,.se for images of
specific regulant}, orientation and scale.
A compact 12-bit '.ers~on of the PBC descriptor has been
accepted into the \~,orkmg Draft of the MPEG-7 standard Also
accepted is a modified ,.erslon of the SRC that computes the
feature ,.ector m the frequenc', domain

3.2 lmalze Segmentation
An obJect-based ~mage representation reqmres that the regions
that correspond to objects be tdenufied Th~s task ts related to
the well-researched and challenging problem of image
segmentauon We now present a nm.el solution to the problem
of" ~dentff', mg homogeneous regions in ~mages.

3.2 I Edge Flow[8][91
A ne``~ boundary detecuon scheme based on "'edge flo``C' ts
proposed to segment an Image into homogeneous regions We
assume that homogenous here refers to texture but the algorithm
can use ant', feature descriptor, such as color, or combmauon of
descriptors We will also discuss segmenting large aerial images
thai haxe been partmoned rain non-o``erlappmg 64x64 ptxel
tiles These images are approximately 5KxSK pl,.els ",~h~ch
results m about 6.400 tiles per ~mage Accurate pixel-le``el
segmentation is often not necessar3, especmll} for large ~mages
The proposed scheme utthzes the Gabor texture features
extracted from the maage Ides and performs a coarse ~mage
segmentation based on local texture gradient Figures 4(al-ldl
sho'.', the different stages of the segmentation algorithm. ','.htch
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Figure 1. QueD' and ten remevals using homogenous texture descr,ptor (SRC).
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Figure 2. Query and ten retrievals using homogenous texture descriptor (SRC).
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Figure 3..An example of brox~smg using the PBC. The top sertes of images are all highly structured The bottom series of
images have smular ortentauons.

Figure 4(a). Image segmentation based on texture flow. An aerial photograph.
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Figure 4(b). The boundaries detected by turning on the edge signals between texture flows in opposite directions.

Figure 4(e). The initial set of image regions by connecting the boundartes.

Figure 4(d). The final segmentation results after a conservative region merging.
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Addmonal details can be found m

Local texture gradient computation: Using the feature vectors,
a local texture gradtent ~s computed bet~,een each tmage tde and
~ts e~ght surrounding netghbors The dominant rio',., d~recuon ts
identified m a competm',e manner that is stmdar to a amnertakes-all representation. We call this a te~'ture edge flow as the
gradient reformation is propagated to neighboring tiles (or
p~xels), and th~s texture edge flo~. contains information about
the (spattal) d~rect~on and energ.,, of the local texture boundary
Texture edge flow propagation: The local texture edge flow is
propagated to tts netghbors ~f they have the same dtrectional
preference. The flow continues until tt encounters an opposite
flow This helps to localize the precise pos~t~ons of the
boundaries and concentrate the edge energies to,.~.ards pixels
',~,here the ~mage boundaries m~ght extst.
Boundary detection: After the propagatton reaches a stable
state, the final texture edge flow energ,, is used for boundary
detectton Th~s ~s done by turning on the edge s~gnals between
two neighboring tmage tdes if their final texture edge flov~s
point m oppostte directions The texture edge energ) ts then
defined to be the summation of texture edge tlo,.,, energtes in the
t',~.o neighboring ~mage tiles F~gure 4(b) sho',,.s the results of
this stage

Region merging: The pre~,mus state results m many
discontinuous tmage boundaries. They are connected to form an
m~tial set of tmage regions (Figure ~(c)) At the end, a
conser~,auve region merging algorithm ~s used to group s~mdar
neighboring regions. The final ~mage segmentation result is
sho~,n m F~gure 4(d)
The edgeflo~ method has been successfull) used m segmenting
d~erse collections of images Since th~s method does not
reqmre much parameter tuning, its use m automated
segmentation tasks appears '.er3, promtsmg Further '.~.ork ~s
needed to automatically adapt to different mange resolutmns

3.3 lmalze Rer.istration
Th~s section addresses the problem of registering remotely
sensed m~ages A bottleneck m ~mage regtstration has
trad~t~onall.', been the aqu~smon of control points In remote
sensing apphcatmns, users generall) use manual registration
which ~s not feasible in cases ,.,,here there ts a large amount of
data. Thus, there ~s a need for automated techmques that require
httle or no operator super',tslon [Itq The most difficult
regtstrat~on cases are (I) ~mages from dtfferent sensors; (2)
~mages taken at d~fferent t~mes or under different condmons;
and (3~ radar m~ages. Speckle no~se m radar tmages can produce
arttfacts that mtm~c good control points and lead to low
precision or even wrong registration.
We ha,.e v, orked on de',elopmg automatic regtstrauon methods
m order to sob.e the problems menuoned abo'.e Li et al [I 1]
ha~,e de~,eloped two algorithms for registering multi-sensor and
radar re'rages x~.~th opttcal m~ages. The methods use regton
boundaries and other strong edges as matching prlmu]'.es. Chain
code correlation and other shape slmdant', crnerla such as
moments are used to match closed contours. An act~,.e contour
method ~s used to match opttcal images wtlh radar tmages The
methods haxe shown good results for registering tmages that
contain good contours Recently ',,,e have de',eloped an

approach for registering images taken at different times [I 2][I 31
that has been adapted for registering radar images [14]. The
method essenttall.,, adopts t,.~.o strategies (I) norse remo,,al
Iiltermg before feature extraction, and c2~ incorporating
mult~resolutton techmques mto the feature e\tracuon and
matching processes The procedure ts completel.,, automatic and
reltes on the gra'. le,.el reformation content of the mlages and
thetr local wa~.elet transform modulus maxtma. The '.sa~.elet
transform decomposttton ts used to extract feature points, whtch
are taken as control pomts, and to decompose the tmages at
different resolution le~,els ]'he correlation coeffictent ~s used as
a s~mdanty measure and a cons~stenc,,-checkmg step ts also
m,,ol'.ed to ehmmate mismatches The algorithm ~s performed at
pro~qess~,ely htgher resoluuons, allo,.~.mg faster ~mplementauon
and htgher registration prects~on The method has demonstrated
techmcal feas~bthty for man3 ~mages of forest, agrteulture and
urban areas from Thematic Mapper (TMI, SPOT, and JERS
sensors taken at dtfferent ttmes. Figure 5 shox,,s some
registration results for TM images of the Amazon region.

4. DATA MANAGEMENT
Even though stgmficant data compactton results from using
content descriptors to reference maage regions, et'fic~ent and
accurate access to large rmage databases remains a challenge
\~,e ha,,e investigated numerous techntques for indexing h~ghdtmenstonal feature spaces. One no,.el approach, using
clustering methods to create a texture thesaurus, is no~.
described

4.1 Clustering and the Texture Thesaurus
We have ~mplemented a novel clustering-based mdexlng scheme
for fast and accurate retrteval m large aerial tmage databases [6]
It is based on using Kohonen's self-orgamzmg maps [15] to
cluster the texture feature ,.ectors so that the search space ~s
restricted for a g~'.en que~. In the resuhmg structure, called a
texture lhesauru_~, information links are created among stored
~mage data based on a collectton of codewords and sample
patterns obtained from a training set S]mdar to parsing text
documents using a d~ctionar) or thesaurus, the texture
information computed from ~mages can be classified and
indexed ,. m the use of a texture thesaurus. The constructton of a
texture thesaurus has t',~,o stages
The first stage uses the self-orgamzmg maps to create clusters
each of '.,,hlch contain vlsuall) stmilar patterns This is based on
a tmanuallyl labeled set of training data This ts followed by a
hterarchtcal ',ector quanttzat~on techntque to construct the
te'~ture code',~.ords, each codeword representing a colleetton of
texture patterns that are close to each other m the texture feature
space One can use a ,.tsual representation (image patterns
•,,.hose texture descrtptors are closest to the code~.~.ords) of these
code~.~.ords as mformauon samples to help users brov, se through
the database. An tcomc representation of these codewords for
the aerial tmage database ts shown in Ftgure 6
The number of code',~,ords depends on the number of dtstmct
classes identified during the tmtml manual labehng and the
number of texture patterns assigned to each of these classes If a
class has a large number of data points, tt requires more
codewords to represent all samples Th~s results ]n an
unbalanced tree structure for search and indexing. An example
of indexing the 2-D image features ~s shown m Figure 7 As can
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(a)

(b)

~.c)
(d)
Figure 5 ,Xmazon region images (TM): (a) reference rerage (07"15 94); (b) registered image (06'07 92); (c~ and (d~ show tile
mnml control points superimposed on reference and ~,arp ,mages in the lowest level of resolution.

A Texture Thesaurus for AedaJ Photographs

Figure 6. Examples of the codewords obtained for the aerial photographs. The patterns inside each block belong to the same
class.
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be s~"~, ~h~:g~al c,f~he 'firs'~ level of mde.x~'ng "nee ;s to iden'n't~ a
sub-space ~ithln which the search and retrieval should be
constrained in terms of pattern simdanty. On the other hand, the
second level of indexing tree mainly focuses on exploring the
dal~ d~-iwb"~vA,'w('or- d~",','~ ~",.mx~,rn'r,'lye"~c,'b'-~lya~"~, ~o- d'rav a" stq"
of the nearest neighbors I`.`..nhm the smaller cluster} can be
qulckl) ",d~C~r'~doa~e&eete.~'c~d

5. OBJECT-BASED IMAGE
REPRESENTATION
Man.lunath and Ma [5] have used texture features extracted from
~mages using Oabor filters for search and retne~ al of image data
Deng and others [16] ha`.e come up x`.tth a donnnant color
scheme for content-based retrieval. Deng and Manjunath [I "r]
have experimented ~`.~th combinations of color and texture for
m~age retrieval Most of these methods are apphed e~ther after
segmenting ~mages into regions homogeneous in color or texture
or a~%o-b ~ ' , i ' k i ~ i'l'~'~w;'¢a~,^ ~','n',d'l'c'vi'os-~ai'l'y ;'2@~'1'2g'?,',';'e's~ ~'re."
do not attach ~mportance to semanuc rele,.'anee m their
representauon schemes Th~s ts ,.,,here the object-based scheme
d~ffers from most other ~mage representation schemes
In the proposed scheme, x`.e isolate the semanucally reich.ant
pormons o'I 'mrjze ~mages. "Tins ao.aroaen m,is:es the 0uer~retrrlexzh ,orocess more conxenlem anh ~nas-{ne DO'Ienth.~l ) 0
reduce the reqmred storage space for large mult~-date ~mages
T h e .~nmaL-,. assumpl~on is "l'na). a'~mos'~ah'~?ne usdid~ m % r m a n on
m large images ~s concentrated m smaller regions, whtch `.`.e
term obJects. Typical examples include lakes, farms, and
h~ghv, ays m aerial pictures. F~gure 8 shows two objects
extracted from a large aerial ~mage V,,'e also assume (m
accordance w~th common pracuce) that most queries ,,`.ill be m
terms of objects. For example, common queries include "'ll lit,it
can I find a lake hke this "~"" and "Give me all the htghwa) s amt
tlollyl~l~ colonies 111thi3 arda ""

Another assumptton ts that these objects are homogenous, to
some extent, m color and or texture Thts assumpuon ~`.lll help

5.1 Object Descriptors
After extracting relevant objects from aerial refuges, our next
task ~s to describe these objects m such a v,,a,~ as to facdttate
search and retne',al from a database We use three basic
attnb'~'ies Ib'~ describing '~h~:~',)~'is '('l ~,shave. ,:2:/~,%r, and ~3~
texture.

5. I. I

Shape description

A srrrrph~t~ 'a~wffarwch'~b ~d'e','~'rdomg 's'}eap~ 't,'i'-,fl, ^J'dje~'i 'c~"~, 'astan oriented-rectangle represematton In an oriented-rectangle
scleme, each obtect ~s contained ~ ithm a rectangle o t a certain
~ d t h and h o g h t and of a certain orientation F~gure 8 shox~s
lu, o objects" a v.arehouse and a run,.`.ay The ',`.arehouse is
re!q0resenteb'o.', a reeranLd,tc v,'iln no tlltYi'ne runwa), on'ineOlner
hand, hes v.uhm a rectangle that has a tilt ~,.tth respect to the
xemcal axis
A more useful shape d e s c n p u o n scheme r e v o k e s the use of a

binary alpha plane, as proposed m the MPEG-4 standard [I S]
Ol:~ects are dt~ tded taro rectangular trracrobloc~s, such thac thc~.
are rc'pre~¢.'rr¢'d" ~.'¢a ~','~ awn'i.cc~u'n" ,w,'mb"o- a f m~.-aly~,A,,~v, uhm a bounding rectangle A binary, alpha plane ~s a bmar}

~mage Lo'( '(ne same s~2e as ~'he 'bounding re.angle) ~hat mdlcaies
~`.hether or not a pixel be}ongs to an object The scheme might
also allo`.v for a gray-scale alpha plane that indicates the
transparency o f each pixel u.,ithm the object. Binary alpha planes
object are signaled as opaque blocks and the blocks that are
"u tt (si'd~ "d ~: ~,fiJj~.'t ~,n~"si ~ rak ~ ~ "mnpsp',toem"0k,'eks. ' ~ -pix'e]-~
in the boundary blocks O.e., blocks that contain ptxels both
Inside and outs*de the obJect) are scanned in a raster scan order
and coded b} using context-based anthmeue coding

Such a shape descnpuon scheme s`.ould allow us to rmmmtze
temporal redundancies in a time series of obJects (say, from
diurnal salelhte mmgesl, b) using predicm, e mtercodmg, as
proposed m MPEG-4

5.1.2

Color description

Deng and others [16] ha,.e arnved at a method of extracting the
convert the color mformauon of the image from the RGB space
into the LUV space and then employ k-means clustering in the
LUV space The dominant colors are the corresponding RGB
components of the staHsl~cal means of the clusters m the LUV
sp.ace The number of clusters ,s restricted to 15. Clusters whose
stattsucafmeans are clbser than a ~'~en triresdolb'are mergeo'so
as to maintain tile dbmmance oJ"tfie clhsters.
Th~s color descriptor can be easll~ extended to hyperspectral
~mages

5.1.3

Texture description

In Secuon 3 I, v..e d~scussed a method for representing an image
region v.ith a single texture feature vector. Alternatively, we can
combine the approaches taken m [5] and [16] to segment the
texture space and. consequentl), arrive at a dominant texture
representauon for ~mages We appls. 24 Gabor filters ofd~fferent
scales and orientations on the image. We represent the filter
outputs at each Dxel as a 24-dimensional xector. We then
cluster these vectors in the 24-d~mensmnal space while
merging threshold as m the dominant color extraction process
]-he stattshcal means of these clusters are the dominant textures
of ihe ~magc F~gure 91b) shows the domanant texture clusters of
the ~arehouse m Figure 9¢a)

5.2 Similarity Measure

Objects

bet~eea
A common type of content-based query is the query b)' e.gample
The user pro,rides a query image and the system retrieves all
m~ages that are "'s~mdar" to the query ~mage

Two objects may be similar m one or more of the following
attributes" shape, color, and texture Depending on the
contextua'l re/e'~ance o'~ these attn'outes, we can arn`.e a~ a
s~mdant~ metric between two obJects as a ,xetghted combmauon
of the d~stances b e ~ e e n their attributes The v,e~ghts may be
,~',z-;itZ-~4 d)" ak~ as-;.'~-a~ru4 , rra'y'.,st~z'nuL.nr ,rko.,co'u~t'~oa~r~,n;~ulr- ~
of the m~ages For example, ffthe mmages come from both v~sual
and infrared sensors, the user may choose to avoid comparing
colors and assign a h~gher weight to the texture dmstance. If. on
the other hand. the sensor suffers from sexere contrast vanauons
t,.~.fit~fi ca.t~ ;x(~ect te~tttce m¢h,:vrta.(totll, (be uger ma~ cfioo~e co
asg~gn a h~gher v, erght co the ¢o'~ordcsram:'¢
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"r'~ure Image ~esaurus
Query image

1'
,fords

Feature vector
of cluster cenlToids

Figure 7. Using the texture thesaurus for content-based retrieval. The m~ge tiles shown here contain parking lots.

Figure 8. T~o objects (a warehouse and a run,,vay) extracted from an aerial image

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. The domman! texlure clusters oblamed from a "'~arehouse" image.
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5.3 The Scope for Object-based Image
Representation
The obJect-based representat,on scheme has several natural
advantages o',er con~ennonal p,xel-based schemes The prmra~
ad,,antages are as folio'.', s"
Relevance of Information:
scheme, v.e cons,der only
,mages thai contain most of
our approach more effic,ent
background m formatmn

In an object-based representat,on
semant,call.~ rele',ant puritans of
the useful mfom~anon This makes
because '.',e ,gnore the "~rrele,,ant'"

• Object-based Quer). and Access: Since mos~ quer,es are based
on objects. ',',e can naturalt.,, expect a higher accuracy, of retne,~al
b~, ha', mg an obJect-based representation scheme.
Storage Space Reduction: A large p,cture, such as a satelhte
image, can be represented as a mosa,c of constituent objects and
a background, and can thus be reconstructed glxen the object
reformat,on raking ad~.antage of the temporal redundancies that
exist m multi-date objects land ,mages}, th,s ~',ould lead to a
considerable reducnon of the space required to store an ,mage
Relation bet~,een Maps and Images: hnages contain ra'.', data
~,.hereas maps contain ml'ormanon about a geographical area
Maps portra~ only the ,mportant port,ons of a geograph,cal area
and ignore the ,rrele~,ant detads Represennng aer,al ~mages ,n
temls of the objects might enable us to find useful relat,onsh~ps
bet',',een maps and aer,al ~mages thai a,d m na~,~gat,on
Spatial and Temporal Relationships: Another interesting
research area ,s the stud~, of spatml relanonsh~ps between
different objects ,n mlages For example. '.,..e could quer3 the
database thus "(Jilt" me all instances ~here a lahe, hcs three
mtle.s cant o l a htghna~
Another d,recnon of research ,s the
stud', of temporal relanonsh~ps bep.,.een objects from ,mages
taken at different po,nts of tnrre. A useful apphcat,on of th,s
research is the study of delbrestat,on effects If m~ght also be
possible to appl~, exlst,ng methods of object-based ,.~deo cod,ng
to compress a time-series of objects "l-h,s ",',ould result m an
effic,ent storage scheme for salelhte apphcatmns. ,.~here there
are large images arrl',lng at regular inler'..als O['tlmc

6. DISCUSSIONS
An obJect-based decompos,t,on and representanon of ,mages
makes sense in thai the useful infornlatlon in most images ,s
concentrated m smaller regions of interest Naturall',. we can
expect such an approach to tmpro', e quer.~-retr,e~,al perfomlance
m ,mage databases. Furthermore. '.~.c can also look forward to
reducm~ the storage space requ,red to store an image b', storing
,IS consntuent objects instead
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